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PROPERTIES OF LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

TABLE–SELECTION GAME

Select one or more correct answers for each of the questions in the test and press
the Finish button at the end. The answers will be validated automatically.

Warning: The interactivity in this PDF file is enabled by
Javascript. For full funcitonality you have to use the Javascript
capable PDF browser. Currently only Adobe Reader is
available.



FINISHSCORE

Let

f (x) = log5 x , g(x) = log 1
2
(x + 1) , h(x) = log2(x) + 1 ,

k(x) = log 1
4
(x − 1) + 1 , l(x) = − log3(−x) , m(x) = log3(1− x) + 1 .

In the table, at each line, choose the functions for which the statement is true.

1. The function is increasing.

f (x) g(x) h(x) k(x) l(x) m(x)

2. The function is decreasing.

3. The function is an injective
(one-to-one) function.

4. The function has a vertical
asymptote at x = 1.

5. The function has a domain
of (−∞; 1).

6. The function has a range of
(−∞;∞).



Great, you are very good at this!Awesome! Keep it up!Wow, what a wonderful job! Just be careful about
an alcohol party before an exam. You could

damage your brain cells.

You can go celebrate!You are the champion!It almost couldn’t have been better. Almost.You’re almost rocking.You are so close to victory,
don’t give up!

You are so close!
You just made a misclick.

Great. Next time you won’t make any mistakesHang in there, there is space for improvement.Don’t worry, your result is more than half correct.Making mistakes is better than faking perfection.To be average, or not to be average?
That is the question.

Try again, practice makes perfect!Just a little better and you will be average.You avoided an F, but that doesn’t mean you don’t
have to study more.
It wasn’t Enigma,

so where is the problem?
You got it. Don’t throw in the sponge!Are you keeping your energy for later?Let’s pretend it never happened.Mission failed. We’ll get them next time.What a calamity!Have you ever seen the way a chicken flies?
You solve math problems that way. . .

The awkward moment, when the only thing on your
exam you know is your name.

Correct answers:




